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Abstract. Using only the long exact sequence of local cohomology, we give a

brief derivation of Orlik and Solomon's presentation for the cohomology ring

of a complement of hyperplanes in a vector space.

1. Introduction

Let F be a complex vector space andc^ , a2, ... , am a family of distinct

linear functions on V. Let Vx, V2, ... , Vm denote the corresponding hyper-

planes, i.e. their kernels, and let X denote their complement in V, that is

X = V\ U£Li Vi. Brieskorn [2] proved that the cohomology ring of X is gener-

ated by m anticommuting elements, one for each hyperplane, while Orlik and

Solomon [5] described the relations between them. In de Rham cohomology

one can simply say that H (X) is generated by (the cohomology classes of) the

closed forms daj/ai for / = 1, ... , m, subject to the relations

A
da- dot;

^ = 0

%

JL ¡da i      da¡
(1.1) £(_i)^A^i

for each linearly dependent set a. , ... , ai . The bracket [• • • ] in the expres-

sion indicates that the enclosed term is omitted.

It is actually very easy to see that such relations must be satisfied if one

considers interior product T->co of differential forms against the Euler vector

field T. The Euler vector field is the infinitesimal generator of the dilation

group on V. In any linear coordinate system xx, ... , xn on V it is given

explicitly by

i=l •

and it is clear that T-^da/a = 1  for any linear function a.  Since Y-> is a

derivation of degree -1 on the algebra of differential forms it follows that, for
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any set of linear functions a,• , ... , a,, , if co is given by
'l 'k

da¡      da¡ da¡

then T-iCfj gives the left-hand side of (1.1).   Now co is zero precisely when

a, , ... , a-   are dependent, and in this event T-i« must be zero also.
'i h
In this paper we present a very simple inductive argument, involving only the

long exact sequence for local cohomology and a primitive form of the Thorn

isomorphism, to show that H'(X) is generated by the cohomology classes of

dajai for i = I, ... , m and that there are no further relations other than

those derived from the ones described above. In some sense this is a simplifi-

cation of the work of Orlik, Solomon, and Terao [4, 5, 6] and in particular it

involves no reference to any of the lattice theoretic constructs upon which their

arguments depend. We also give a new and elementary derivation of the direct

sum decomposition [2, 5, 6] for H'(X).

In the hope of making the work accessible to a wider audience we treat local

cohomology as relative de Rham cohomology. However the results we use and

the arguments we make are independent of this de Rham interpretation, and

they apply for cohomology over any ring. We elaborate on this point at the end

of the paper, noting in particular that as a corollary H(X, Z) is torsion free.

2. Local cohomology

We begin by recalling some elementary facts about local cohomology [1, 3].

Let M be a submanifold of the manifold X, and let Q'(X) and ÇÏ(X\M)

denote the de Rham complexes of X and X\M. For the constant sheaf K.

local cohomology may be represented as the cohomology of the relative de Rham

complex [1] of (X, X\M), whose elements in degree k consist of pairs (co, y/)

with co £ Q. (X), y/ £ Í2 ~X(X\M) and whose differential D is given by

D(co, y/) = (dco, j*co - dy/)

where X\M -^> X is the inclusion map.  We denote it £Ï(X, X\M).  The

maps a and ß defined by

a(œ,y/) = co,        ß{ff) = {0,w)

give a short exact sequence of complexes

(2.1) o -* n'(x\M) M n'(x, x\m) -^ n\x) -► o

which results in the long exact sequence of local cohomology

(2.2) -► Hk(X) - Hk(X\M) -> H^]l(X) -» • • • .

If U is a tubular neighbourhood of M in X then restriction from X to U

defines a morphism from the exact sequence (2.1) for X to that for U, which
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induces a commuting diagram

••■    -*    Hk(X)    -*   Hk(X\M)    -*   H^X(X)    -»    •••

(2.3) | I 1
•••    -»   tf*(C7)    —   tf*(tfW)    -»   <+1(t/)    —    ■•■

The map H'M(X) -» H'M(U) in the centre of the diagram is called the excision

map, and the Excision Theorem states that it is an isomorphism.

We shall be concerned only with the case where M is the zero set of a

function X —► C with 0 G C a regular value.  By the submersion theorem

there is a tubular neighbourhood U -^-> M such that U > M x C is a

diffeomorphism. Under this diffeomorphism U\M corresponds to M x (C\0).

The Künneth Theorem states that the map (co, a) —► nco A fa induces an

isomorphism H'(M)®H'(C*) -> H'(U\M) where C* denotes C\0. Now

H'(C*) is spanned by 1 £ H°(C*) and dz/z £ HX(C*) where z is the natural

coordinate on C, and f*(dz/z) = df/f. Hence H'(U\M) is spanned by

the classes n*co and n*coAdf/f where co ranges over representatives of the

cohomology classes of H'(M). In particular, the classes of the form n co

are the restrictions of such classes from H'(U), and by the Poincaré Lemma

these constitute the whole of the cohomology of H'(U). The restriction map

H'(U)-^ H'(U\M) is therefore injective.

Now consider the long exact sequence

• --Hk(U) -£-+ Hk(U\M) -L H^X(U) -i» Hk+X(U) -A Hk+X(U\M)

Because j* is an injection ß is a surjection and we have a short exact sequence

0 - Hk(U) -£- Hk(U\M) M H^X(U) -» 0.

The map ß is induced by y/ —► (0, ip) and its kernel consists of the classes of

the form n*co. Thus H^ (U) is spanned by the classes (0, ncoNdf/f) where

co ranges over representatives of H ~X(M). This provides an explicit Thorn

isomorphism H ~X(M) —> H^X(U) and shows that (0, df/f) represents the

Thorn class in H2M(U).

3. The cohomology of a hyperplane complement

Let A' be a complement of hyperplanes  Vx, ... ,Vm  as described in the

introduction. We first prove Brieskorn's result

Theorem 1. H'(X) is generated by the cohomology classes of the differential

forms dai/ai, i = I, ... , m.

Proof. We argue by induction on the number of hyperplanes. Assume therefore

that the result is true for the complement of any m hyperplanes in any vector

space. Let X be as described, and let VQ be a further hyperplane which is the
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kernel of the linear function a0. We let M = X n V0 so that X\M is the

complement of all the hyperplanes VQ, Vx, ... , Vm. Consider the long exact

sequence

■■■Hk~X(X\M) M HkM(X) -^Hk(X) -t->Hk(X\M) M H^l(X) ■ ■ ■ .

We show that ß is surjective.

Since M is the zero set in X of a0 there is, as discussed in the previous

section, a tubular neighbourhood U such that H (U\M) —► H^ (U) is

surjective. We also have the excision diagram

Hk(X\M) —£- HkM+x(X)

I I
Hk(U\M) -¿U HkM+x(U)

where the excision map, the vertical map on the right, is an isomorphism. The

cohomology classes which span H¡¿ (U) are the images under /?' of n*co A

da0/a0 , where n can be taken as the restriction to X of a linear projection

V —> V0, and t/j runs through representatives of the cohomology classes of M.

Now M is itself the complement in V0 of the hyperplanes defined by the

restrictions of ax, ... , am to V0 . By our inductive hypothesis, H'(M) is gen-

erated by the cohomology classes of i*dax/ax, ... , i*dam/am where M -L> U

is the inclusion map. By the Poincaré Lemma n* is an inverse to i* in coho-

mology, so we can conclude that the cohomology classes which span 7/M+ (U)

are the images under ß' of v A da0/aQ where v ranges over differential forms

on U generated from dax/ax, ... , dam/am . Taking these same forms on X

itself, the excision diagram shows that their images under ß spans //M+ (X).

Thus ß is surjective.

Because ß is surjective j* is injective, and we obtain short exact sequences

0 i-» Hk(X) ^ Hk(X\M) M Hku\x) - 0.

H (X\M) is therefore generated by the images of a set of generators for H (X)

along with a set of elements whose images under ß generate H^ (X). By our

inductive hypothesis the former may be chosen as products of dax/ax, ... ,

dam/am , while our discussion above shows that the latter can be chosen as prod-

ucts of these forms along with daQ/a0 . In other words, da0/a0, ... , dam/am

generate H'(X\M). This concludes the inductive step of our argument and,

since the theorem is trivial for the case m = 0, completes the proof.

We now turn to the description of the relations between the generators

dax/ax, ... , dam/am  of H'(X).   For this purpose let us consider the map

V -^+ Cm whose component functions are (a,, ... , am).  If z. denotes the
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ith component function on Cm then at = zi o a and dai/a¡ = a*(dz¡/z¡).

Restricting a to X gives a map X -^+ C*m and our theorem above asserts that

the induced map H'(C*m) -^—► H'(X) is a surjection. By the Künneth formula

H'(C*m) is an exterior algebra generated by dzx/zx, ... , dzm/zm , i.e. there

are no relations. If T is the Euler operator J2T=i z!d/dzi then we claim [4-6].

Theorem 2. The kernel of H'(C*m) -2Û //'(*) is the ideal Ix generated by

the differential forms T^(dz¡ /zj A • • • A dzi ¡zi ) for which ai , ... , ai are

linearly dependent.

Proof. Since a is linear a* intertwines the action of the Euler operators on V

and C*m , which we denote by the same symbol T . Therefore

/      /dz¡ dz- \\ fdz- dz¡ \ /da¡ da- \
a*ïn^A...A^t    )=WUa-A^    =ïn^A-A^.

V      V Z. z,   )j V *,, ZU J V a, a,   J
i 'k

If a   , ... , a,   are dependent then this last expression is zero. Hence the ideal
'! lk

Ix lies in the kernel of a*.

To prove the converse we argue by induction as in the proof of Theorem 1.

Let X, M, and a0, ... , am be as described there and a be the map V -*

Cm+1 with components a0, ... , am. If we regard Cm+ as CxCm then X is

the inverse image under a of C x C*m , M is the inverse image of 0 x C*m ,

and X\M the inverse image of C x C*w\0 x C*m = C*m+l . From the local

cohomology long exact sequence we obtain the diagram of maps

0   -+    f/"(CxC"")    —    Hk(Cm+x)    -»    H^lc.m(CxC"n)    —    0

jk+0 Hk(X) —>    Hk(X\M)    ~* Hk+l(X) —i    0

The Poincaré Lemma identifies H (C x C*m) with H (C*m) in such a way

that the leftmost map a* coincides with pull-back under a = (ax, ... , am),

and by our inductive hypothesis its kernel is Ix. Under the Thom isomor-

phism, as we discussed at the end of §2, the map on the right corresponds to

H ~ (C*m) ——> H ~ (M) where a   is restricted to M. By our inductive hy-

pothesis its kernel IM is generated by the forms T->(^-ü- A- ■ • A -¿-^) for which

a¡ , ... , a¡   are linearly dependent when restricted to Vn . This is the same as

to say that an, a- , ... , a    are linearly dependent. We therefore arrive at the
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diagram

0 0 0

4-4- 4-

0  -      ix      -      /AM      -       /„        -  0

0   _+   Hk(C*m)   —   Hk(C*m+x)    —   tf*_1(0    —   0

4* 4' 4-

0    -»     //*(*)      -»    Hk(X\M)    -»     Hk~x(M)     -»    0

4' 4' 4/-

0 0 0

We know that the left- and right-hand columns of this diagram are exact

and that the middle column is exact except at the centre. Our objective is to

prove its exactness there. We also know that the bottom two rows are exact.

An elementary diagram chase shows that if IX\M —► IM  is surjective then

the middle column is exact at the centre. Indeed, if v g H (C*m+ ) maps

downwards to zero then its image in H (C*m) does also, and must therefore

arise from an element of IM. Assuming the surjectivity of IX,M —» IM this

element is the image of some v £ IX\M and then, using the same notation for

its image in Hk(C*m+x), it is clear that v-v   maps to zero in Hk~x(C*m). By

exactness this difference is the image of an element of H (C*m ) which maps

downwards to zero, and so arises from an element of Ix . It follows that v — v

is equal to the image of this element via IX\M and so v itself lies in the image

of 1x\m-
To prove the surjectivity of IX\M -* IM we observe two consequences of the

formula

/Z:      V  z. z..    / /        Z. Z,        \  z,   I \  z. z
k ' '    *1 •*

If i = i, then the left-hand side is zero, and hence dz¡ /z, A • • • dz¡ /z, lies in

Ix if T->(dzi /zi A • • • dzt /zi ) does, i.e., if ax, ... , ak are dependent. Sec-

ondly, we see that Ix is actually spanned by the elements dzi /z( A • • • dzi /z¡

and Y->(ö?z, lz, N---dzt /z, ) for which a, , ... , a,   are dependent. For even
'i'   *i h    h 'i '*

if i is not one of /,,... , ik , the set ai,ai , ... , a¡   is dependent and the for-

mula shows that (dzi/zj)AT->(dzi /z¡ A---Adzi /zi ) lies in the span of these

elements. By induction, the whole of Ix lies in this span.

The map IX\M —► IM sends dzi ¡zi A • • • A dzi fzi   to

jdzt
(-l);-^A

dz.

zi,

dz,
A-"-

if ij = 0 and to 0 if L ^ 0 for any j =  I, ... , k.   The kernel IM  is

spanned by the elements dz. /z, A • • • dz- ¡z-   and T->(rfz, lz, A • ■ • dz. lz, )
']        'l '*        'k 'l        'l 'k        'k
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for which the restrictions of a, , ... , a, to the kernel of an are dependent.

But this is equivalent to the dependence of aQ,a¡ ,...,a¡ . Therefore dz0/z0A

• • ■dz¡ ¡zi and T->(dz0/z0 A • ■ ■dzj fz( ) lie in IX,M and they have images

dz¡ lz, A • • • dz¡ lz,   and T-^(dz¡ lz, A • ■ • dz, lz, ).
V     'l 'k        'k .   1 1 * *

This proves that IX\M —* IM is surjective and completes the inductive step

of the argument. The theorem is clearly true for the case of a single hyperplane

a, for if a t¿ 0 then Ix — 0 and if a - 0 then Ix is spanned by da/a. This

finishes the proof of the theorem.

4. The direct sum decomposition

Let Wx, ... , WN be a complete list of codimension r subspaces of V which

arise as the intersections of the given hyperplanes Vx, ... , Vm . For each i —

1, ... , N let Xr be the complement in V of all those of the given hyperplanes

containing Wi :

*,, = n U vj   i-u...,N.
wi<zv¡

(Note that for each Wi there must be at least r such hyperplanes.)

According to Theorem 1, a general element of Hr(X) may be written as

Eda¡                da¡
c    ,.-'-¡-A---A-K

V"'r a,                 a,

Also by Theorem 1, H(Xr ) is generated by those da./aj which have W¡ c

V,. Thus each nonzero term in (4.1), labelled by ix, ... , ir, is an element of

H'(Xr ) where Wk is the codimension r subspace defined by the intersection

of the r hyperplanes V, , ... ,V¡ . This provides a sum decomposition
M V

Hr(X) = J2Hr(Xr¡).

i=i

Theorem 3. With the Xr   defined as above,  Hr(X) = ®?=xHr(Xr), i.e., the

decomposition is a direct sum.

Proof. Suppose that in Hr(X) we have a relation

Eda, da¡
<?«   ,. —!l a • • • a —'j- = 0.

'i-'r a. a,
f, <•••«, 'i l.

For any given codimension r subspace W occurring in the list Wx, ... , WN

we select all those terms in (4.2) such that a, vanishes on W for j = 1, ... , r,

i.e., such that V,■ n- ■ -n V. = W. We will show that the sum of these terms alone

is zero (for each choice of W), for this is equivalent to the claimed directness

of the sum decomposition.
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By relabelling we may assume, without loss of generality, that ax, ... , ak

are the linear functions from among ax, ... ,am which vanish on W, and

that ax, ... , ar are linearly independent. We extend this subset to a basis

ax, ... , ar, ßx, ... , ßs of V. Note that ar+x, ... , ak are linear combina-

tions of ax, ... , ar while ak+x, ... , am must have some nonzero coefficient of

ßx, ... , ßs in their expansion with respect to this basis. In particular, as a poly-

nomial in ßx, ... , ßs (with coefficients which are polynomials in ax, ... , ar)

the product ak+x •■•am has degree m-k, and each monomial p of this degree

has a constant coefficient A    (at least one of which is nonzero).

Multiplying (4.2) by the product ax---am we obtain

(4.3) Y   C,   , da, A • • • A da, Q'"'Qw = 0.
v        ' ¿-^       h-'r       'i lmi    ■ ■ -ni.

We regard (4.3) as a polynomial in ßx, ... , ßs with coefficients in the tensor

product of Ar(V) with polynomials in ax, ... , ar. Note that any term with

(ix, ... , ir) c (I, ... , k) has a factor ak+x ■■■am and has

da¡ A • • • A dai
AuCi -i -!-lQl • ' • ak

ß 'i   ''       a¡ ■■■ a, l        K
'l 'r

as the coefficient of each monomial p in ßx, ... , ßs of degree m - k.  All

other terms have lower degree in ßx, ... , ßs.   Hence each monomial p in

ßx, ... , ßs of degree m-k which occurs in the expression (4.3) must have

coefficient
datj A • • • A da¡

Vi'"«** £ cit-ir-a—^-L
(¡,,-..,gC(l,...,i) h 'r

which must itself be zero. This proves the result.

5. Arbitrary coefficients

If y is any sheaf on X one defines TM(X, SF) to be the space of sections of

y supported in M and the local cohomology along M to be the right derived

functors of YM(X, -) (see e.g. [3]). The long exact sequence and Excision

Theorem follow immediately from this definition. Our explicit form of the

Thorn isomorphism depends only on the Künneth formula and cohomology of

C*, and so it holds for any constant sheaf of rings R. Theorem 1 requires

only these results and so remains true at this level of generality. In Theorem

2 we used the Euler operator. However, the Euler operator is defined for any

exterior algebra as the derivation of degree -1 which takes the value 1 on the

generators and all of the arguments of Theorem 2 remain valid in this context.

The relations described in Theorem 2 all have coefficients 1 or -1, which are

units in any ring, so that the relations can be "eliminated" to give a set of free

generators for H(X, R). In summary we have

Theorem 4. Let X be a complement of m hyperplanes. For any ring of coeffi-

cients R the cohomology ring H(X, R) is the quotient of the exterior R-algebra
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on m generators ex, ... , em by the ideal generated by T^(el A • • • A tv ) for

those subsets of defining equations a- , ... , a¡   of the hyperplanes which are
M 'k

dependent. In particular H'(X,R) is freely and finitely generated over R and

H' (X, Z) is torsion free.
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